Probing structural determinants of ATP-binding cassette exporter conformational transition using coarse-grained molecular dynamics.
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) exporters pump various substrates across the cell membrane by alternating between inward-facing (IF) and outward-facing (OF) conformations of the transmembrane domains (TMDs). However, the structural determinants of the conformational transition and their functional roles are not fully understood. In this study, we carried out coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD) simulations with umbrella sampling for the multidrug transporter P-glycoprotein from Caenorhabditis elegans in the presence of the membrane and explicit water molecules. The potential of mean force (PMF) is obtained to identify a reliable pathway where the predicted OF and IF structures are in good agreement with available experiments. The CG-MD simulations reveal that the different transmembrane (TM) helices play distinct but highly cooperative roles in the large-scale conformational changes. Most notably, the CG-MD trajectories show that the periplasmic gate is closed before the cytoplasmic gate is opened during the OF to IF conformational transition in response to the dissociation of the nucleotide-binding domains (NBDs), capturing the unidirectional feature of substrate translocation through the exporter. The structural and dynamical analyses identify the structural determinants and their functional roles in the structural transition. The present work sheds light on how the mechanical force generated upon the NBD dissociation is transferred to the periplasmic end at a distance over 70 Å to close the gate, and subsequently to open the cytoplasmic gate. These results extend our understanding of the ABC transport mechanism.